Communication overhead is one of the dominant factors affecting performance in high-end computing systems. To reduce the negative impact of communication, programmers overlap communication and computation by using asynchronous communication primitives. This increases code complexity, requiring more development effort and making less readable programs. This paper presents the hybrid use of MPI and SMPSs (SMP superscalar, a task-based shared-memory programming model), allowing the programmer to easily introduce the asynchrony necessary to overlap communication and computation. We also describe implementation issues in the SMPSs run time that support its efficient interoperation with MPI. We demonstrate the hybrid use of MPI/SMPSs with four application kernels (matrix multiply, Jacobi, conjugate gradient and NAS BT) and with the high-performance LINPACK benchmark. For the application kernels, the hybrid MPI/SMPSs versions significantly improve the performance of the pure MPI counterparts. For LINPACK we get close to the asymptotic performance at relatively small problem sizes and still get significant benefits at large problem sizes. In addition, the hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach substantially reduces code complexity and is less sensitive to network bandwidth and operating system noise than the pure MPI versions.
these regions using for instance OpenMP. However OpenMP is based on a fork/join execution model with barrier synchronizations, which preclude the exploitation of parallelism across regions separated by MPI calls. The hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach is able to exploit the distant parallelism that may exist between tasks in different regions separated by MPI calls.
To demonstrate the benefits of our proposed hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach, both in terms of programming productivity and execution efficiency, we use a set of application kernels and the well-known HPL [8] (portable implementation of the highperformance LINPACK benchmark for distributed-memory computers). HPL is worked in much more detail through the paper (both in terms of description and performance analysis), since as a highly optimized program, it uses the above two mentioned techniques to squeeze the utmost performance out of the parallel architecture.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach that achieves a global asynchronous dataflow execution of both communication and computation tasks. Overlapping computation and communication is automatically achieved by the runtime system, which appropriately schedules communication and computation tasks in a dataflow way. In addition, the asynchrony of the model allows fast progress through the critical path of the application task graph.
• An implementation of SMPSs tailored to the hybrid approach. Inside each node, SMPSs uses a communication thread for those tasks that block on certain events, such as blocking MPI calls.
• A demonstration of the potential benefits of the hybrid approach using several application kernels and the HPL benchmark. In addition to execution performance, the dataflow execution model offers a better tolerance to low network bandwidth and to external perturbations, such as OS noise. A preliminary programming model definition and implementation of the approach presented in this paper was described in [9] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related work. Section 3 motivates the paper describing the techniques used in the HPL benchmark to achieve high performance and their impact in the code structure. Sections 4 and 5 overview the SMPSs programming model and the necessary changes in its implementation to effectively support the hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach. Section 6 describes hybrid MPI/SMPSs versions of four application kernels and HPL, focusing on the opportunities for computation/communication overlap and code readability. Section 7 evaluates the performance improvements and the better tolerance to network bandwidth and preemptions achieved by the hybrid MPI/SMPSs for the codes described in Section 6. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses some future work.
RELATED WORK
Since the emergence of MPI, there has been a lot of work on improving the performance of the MPI library implementation and on reducing or hiding the negative impact of using the MPI communication primitives in parallel applications. The ability to efficiently overlap communication and computation has been considered a significant performance benefit for MPI applications, which has been addressed at 1) the library specification level (non-blocking primitives [4] ) and its appropriate use in MPI and hybrid MPI/OpenMP programs [11] , 2) at the MPI library implementation level (e.g. using multi-threaded model to implement MPI point-to-point operations [12] ) or 3) proposing hardware approaches (e.g. enforcing speculative dataflow [13] ).
Clusters comprised of a distributed collection of SMP nodes are common for parallel computing. The hybrid use of MPI with shared-memory paradigms, such as OpenMP, has been subject of research and performance evaluation [14] [15] [16] . The explicit fork/join paradigm in these shared-memory programming models and the restrictive barrier synchronization precludes the aggressive overlapping of communication and computation (i.e. across iterations of an outer sequential time step loop).
In order to address the programmer productivity wall in distributed memory architectures, some languages that are based on the partitioned global address-space abstraction (PGAS), such as UPC or CAF, have been proposed. They rely on the compiler to perform the appropriate optimizations to overlap communication and computation.
Other environments for task based approaches offered as explicit libraries for generating the task graph and dynamically scheduling then are PLASMA [18] and FLAME [19] . As opposed to them, SMPSs provides the functionality at the programming model level, leading to clean codes with backwards compatibility to systems if the SMPSs compiler and runtime are not available.
Compilers not supporting the SMSs directives would still produce correct codes resulting in pure MPI programs. SMPSs is also more general in that the detection of dependences is based on the address and length of the arguments, thus being applicable beyond blocked linear algebra problems. Figure 1 , to achieve load balance. In a typical PxQ partition, every process will have a set of blocks regularly spaced over the original matrix. These blocks are stored contiguously in a local matrix, which can then be operated on with standard BLAS routines. Of course, highly optimized versions are used in order to achieve a high percentage of the architectural peak performance.
An iteration of the main loop of HPL consists of two main steps 3 : panel factorization and the update of the trailing submatrix, as shown in the right part of Figure 1 . When the computation of the panel factorization is finished, the panel needs to be broadcasted to the other processes along the Q dimension so that they can perform the update of the trailing submatrix. This broadcast can be implemented using the MPI_Bcast call if the machine provides an efficient implementation of this primitive (as for instance in Blue Gene [20] ). Alternatively, several methods are provided in the HPL distribution to perform the broadcast by circulating the data in one or several rings of point-to-point communications. The LU factorization is done by iteratively applying these two steps on the trailing submatrix. Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code for a simplified version of the main loop in HPL. 
Look-ahead
The main objective of the look-ahead technique is to accelerate the execution of the critical path in the computation and to overlap communication with computation. The panel factorization process lies in the critical path of the application. When the panel in iteration j has been factored by processes in column q=j%Q and broadcasted, the globally next urgent job to perform is the factorization and communication of the panel in iteration j+1 by 3 The term panel is used to refer to the blocks in a column of the matrix and trailing submatrix is used to refer to the blocks on the right of the panel.
processes in column (q+1)%Q. The HPL code includes a lookahead option that performs this optimization. As soon as a column of processes q receives a panel factored by its previous column, they update, factor and send the next panel before updating the rest of panels also owned by this column of processes. In this way, the transmission of the data can be advanced and the global critical path is accelerated. Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code for a simplified version of the main loop using a look-ahead degree of 1 iteration. Notice that introducing this optimization requires significant changes in the source code, not only in the main iterative loop, but also in the different routines called inside this loop (not shown in the figure). For example, functions such as update_and_broadcast_progress should include periodical probing calls and message retransmission if needed, increasing internal code complexity. In addition to that, the programmer has to explicitly allocate several data structures to temporarily hold the broadcasted factorized panels. Higher degrees of look-ahead require further modifications in the code and allocation of data structures.
If look-ahead is turned off the whole update loop can be executed as a single BLAS invocation that would result in a better execution performance (i.e. IPC, instructions per cycle) and might partially compensate for the lack of overlap. It would be very important to improve the overlap without penalizing the IPC of the sequential parts of the code. 
Partitioning
The rationale for a two-dimensional data distribution originates from the actual amount of data to be transmitted and the potential concurrency of such transmissions. In a two dimensional PxQ distribution, a value of P larger than 1 implies that different blocks of the panel can be computed and broadcasted in parallel, as each of the P processes has one part of the panel. 
HYBRID MPI/SMPSs PROGRAMMING MODEL
This section overviews the SMPSs programming model, emphasizing the programming productivity aspect of the hybrid model to achieve computation/communication overlap as well as fast-forward advance through the critical path in the application task graph.
SMPSs Overview
The SMPSs programming model [4] extends the standard C/Fortran programming language with a set of pragmas/directives to declare functions that are potential tasks and the intended use of the arguments of these functions:
With the following possible clauses:
The first three clauses are used to indicate argument use, the fourth one to specify high priority when scheduling the task, and the last one to specify the resources that are best suited to execute it.
Based on the input/output specifications and the actual arguments in each function invocation, the runtime system is able to determine the actual dependences between tasks and schedule their parallel execution so that these dependences are satisfied. The dependences derived at runtime allow the exploitation of high degrees of distant parallelism. Figure 4 shows the taskification of computation tasks for the initial HPL code in Figure 2 . In addition to the dependences derived from the argument direction, the SMPSs programming model offers a barrier (for the main program to wait for the termination of all tasks generated up to this point) and a data dependent task wait construct: #pragma css barrier #pragma css wait on (data-reference-list)
The SMPSs environment consists of a source-to-source compiler that substitutes the original invocations of the annotated functions and synchronization pragmas with calls to the SMPSs runtime library. The resulting source code is compiled using the platform native compiler and linked to this library. The add_task runtime call is used to add a new task in the task graph: it specifies the function to be executed and the actual arguments (memory address, size and direction of each argument). This information is used to dynamically find the dependences between the newly created task and previous tasks in the graph. The runtime includes a list of ready tasks (i.e. tasks with no pending dependences). Concurrently with this main thread, a set of worker threads, started at initialization time, traverse this list looking for tasks ready for execution. Once a task is finished, the runtime updates the task graph, inserting in the ready queue all those tasks that became free. In the case that the main thread encounters a synchronization primitive (barrier, wait on specific data or end of the program) it cooperates with the worker threads to execute pending tasks.
In order to eliminate false dependencies (i.e. dependences caused by data reuse), the SMPSs runtime is capable of dynamically renaming data objects, leaving only true dependencies. This is the same technique used in current superscalar processors and optimizing compilers to remove false dependencies due to the reuse of registers. In SMPSs the renaming may apply to whole regions of memory passed as arguments to a task. Such renaming is implemented by the runtime, allocating new data regions and passing the appropriate pointers to the tasks, which themselves do not care about the actual storage positions passed as arguments. The runtime is responsible for properly handling the actual object instance passed to successive tasks. Also if necessary, it copies back the data to its original position. This renaming mechanism has the potential to use available memory to increase the actual amount of parallelism in the node. An excessive use of renaming may result in swapping and introduce a high performance penalty. A parameter in a configuration file limits the size of memory that can be used for renaming.
The highpriority clause gives a hint to the runtime system about the "urgency" when scheduling the task. The runtime has two ready list queues and tasks from the high priority queue are selected before tasks in the low priority queue. This mechanism allows a programmer with global understanding of the critical computations to influence the actual schedule.
In order to ensure that certain tasks are executed on specific hardware resources, the programmer uses the target clause proposed in [22] for heterogeneous multi-cores. We will later see that this clause is used to specify the SMPSs thread that will take care of communications.
Taskifying MPI Calls
The dataflow execution model in SMPSs can be effectively used to exploit the distant parallelism that may exist between tasks in different regions separated by MPI calls. In order to achieve this, MPI calls need to be encapsulated in SMPSs tasks. From the local point of view of a process, tasks sending data to another process should receive the buffer as an input argument. Tasks receiving data from other processes should specify the buffer as an output of the task. For example, Figure 5 shows a possible implementation of the broadcast operation in Figure 2 , in which the original sends and receives are replaced by tasks with the appropriate input and output clauses.
With this encapsulation, the SMPSs scheduler is able to reorder the execution of communication tasks relative to the computational tasks, just guaranteeing that the dependences are fulfilled. In this way, the programmer is relieved from the responsibility to schedule the communication requests. At the global application level, MPI will impose synchronization between matching communication tasks. The fact that each of these tasks can be reordered with respect to the computation tasks enables the propagation of the asynchronous dataflow execution within each node to the whole MPI program. 
SMPSs RUNTIME IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes two major issues that need to be considered in the implementation of the SMPSs runtime system for a hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach. The first deals with the appropriate handling of tasks including blocking MPI calls; the second relates to the granularity of both computation and communication tasks.
Handling Blocking MPI Calls
Tasks that encapsulate blocking MPI calls have an unpredictable execution time (depending on the MPI synchronization with the matching call in the remote process). This may cause deadlock if we actually devote processors to these tasks and not to advance computational tasks. In order to solve this problem, we need to ensure that every process can always devote resources to the computational task such that local progress is guaranteed. A second effect of communication tasks is that they do not make an efficient use of processor time, wasting resources while they are blocked. It would be interesting to maximize the amount of actual computation performed while the data transfer activities are overlapped with it. Our approach instantiates as many threads as cores in the node to execute computational tasks plus one additional thread that only executes tasks that encapsulate MPI calls. When the MPI call blocks, the thread releases the CPU and thus as many computation threads as cores can be active during most of the time (if the applications has sufficient parallelism at the node level). When the blocking MPI call completes, the blocked thread will wake up and thus contend for a core with the other threads. We are interested in minimizing such contention and also in accelerating the execution of the communication threads as this would free local dependences, progress to the next communication task and block again. The sooner these activities are done, the faster the application will be able to progress globally. An easy solution to achieve this is to reduce the priority of the computing threads (through a setpriority call at initialization time) and leave the communication thread at a higher priority. In this way, when the communication thread blocks, all computation threads can proceed. When the communication thread unblocks it gets to execute rapidly. Note that task priorities (as specified in the task pragma) apply to individual tasks and are used by threads when selecting tasks from the user level ready queues while thread priorities determine the scheduling policy by the OS kernel.
With this approach a computation thread is certainly preempted for a while but it gets its core back very soon. Although this may be seen as a problem it is actually beneficial. The main argument is that being based on preemptions, we avoid the need to periodically poll for the completion of communication requests, decoupling the granularity of tasks from the need to ensure progress in the communication activity. This results in two benefits: first the progress of the communication activity takes place immediately, initiating the next transfer right after a message arrives or leaves a node; second, the granularity of the computation tasks can be tuned considering only its algorithmic needs thus allowing to use coarser grain tasks (e.g. invoke BLAS routines on larger matrices) potentially achieving higher computation performance (i.e. IPC).
An alternative solution to the problem was proposed in [9] . In that preliminary version of our proposal a #pragma css restart was included in the programming model and restart mechanism was implemented in the runtime for those SMPSs tasks blocking on certain events (i.e. blocking MPI calls). When the restart pragma was executed, the task was aborted and queued again in the ready queue for later consideration, allowing fair progress of other computational tasks. From the programming model point of view the proposal required more programmer effort, deriving to the proposal presented in this paper.
Addressing Overheads
Up to this point our proposal consisted in encapsulating individual MPI calls as tasks, assuming that the MPI calls would use a blocking mode (i.e. the MPI thread releases the CPU in the case of a blocking call). Applications may have phases where sequences of small communication requests may be intermixed with some small computations. Generating one task for each such communication and computation would produce a very large overhead. It is also quite possible that at the algorithmic conceptual level it might be more appropriate to encapsulate as a single task such series of communications and computations. Programming these tasks in our proposed model is perfectly possible as the MPI thread is a general thread and can perform also the computations intermixed within the communications. The main problem if the granularity of communication and computation is very fine would be the overhead of thread blocking, unblocking and preemptions according to the model described in Section 5.1.
Our approach is to dynamically change between blocking and polling waiting mode during the execution. We have implemented in MPICH a call that lets the programmer to switch the default blocking to polling mode within one task:
MPI_set_waiting_mode(<polling/blocking>);
This call will not be used in communication tasks that just perform a single MPI call potentially blocking for a long time; however, it can be used in tasks where a whole bunch of MPI calls are invoked in sequence. In fact, this raises a new issue as the switch to polling mode (and back to blocking) can be done at any time within the task. Ideally, the polling mode should be used when there is a certain guarantee that the duration of the successive MPI calls will be short. When two tasks in two different processes exchange such sequences of messages, the first message in the sequence plays a synchronizing role between the tasks in the two processes. The recommended practice is then that the programmer switches from blocking to polling mode after the first blocking call. If a task actually interacts with several other tasks in different processes, the best point to switch to polling mode would be after having completed a blocking call to each other process. Figure 6 .a shows the simple matrix multiplication kernel (C=AxB) used in this paper. In this kernel, matrices C and B are distributed by columns and matrix A by rows, as shown in Figure 6 .b. Therefore, each process needs to exchange with his neighbors the set of rows of A in order to complete the computation of the set of columns of C assigned to it. For this purpose a temporary buffer rbuff is used together with the exchange communication SendRecv. The programmer could use non-blocking communication primitives and more complex buffering schemes to obtain a more effective computation/communication overlap. Although this is a simple academic exercise, it would exemplify the reduced programming productivity that incurs. Figure 7 .a shows the result of the taskification process using the proposed SMPSs extensions. Figure 7 .b shows the task graph that would be generated assuming the data distribution in Figure  6 .b: white nodes correspond to mxm instances, blue nodes correspond to SendRecv instances, solid edges correspond to true data dependences and dashed edges correspond to antidependences (due to the reuse of data storage for communication). The data renaming done at runtime eliminates these antidependences and the execution of successive SendRecv invocations without waiting for the termination of previous mxm invocations.
APPLICATION KERNELS USED FOR EVALUATION 6.1 Matrix Multiplication

Poisson Equation Solver Using Jacobi
In 
Each iteration contains two steps: 1) computation of matrix a from matrix b and 2) exchange of the boundaries. Processes exchange the boundaries with their neighbors, which are necessary for computing the first and the last row of the matrix, while the other rows do not have dependencies with this communication operation. The programmer could use nonblocking MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv calls to achieve an overlap between the exchange phase and computation phase (with the appropriate communication probe calls), at the expenses of increased code complexity. Figure Figure 8 .b shows the SMPSs annotations that allow the SMPSs runtime system to effectively overlap the two phases in the loop body using blocking MPI calls and without changing the structure of the code.
Conjugate Gradient
In this section we describe the conjugate gradient solver used in [23] as a case study to show the applicability and usage of nonblocking collective operations to overlap computation and communication. The code uses domain decomposition to .a shows the kernel of the main loop using blocking and non-blocking collectives. The kernel contains three steps: send boundaries, compute a volume, and compute boundaries. Sending boundaries is implemented using an all-to-all operation, where each process communicates with its neighbors. The result of this communication is used to compute the boundaries. The collective operation can either be blocking (MPI_Alltoall) or nonblocking (NBC_Ialltoall). The non-blocking collective reduces the communication overhead provided by MPI_Alltoall, but also increases internal complexity of the mult_volume, where the programmer needs to insert NBC_Test calls in order to progress non-blocking operation. Figure 9 .b shows the MPI/SMPSs version of the code, where the programmer just needs to define tasks and the direction of the arguments.
#pragma css task input(A, B) inout(C) void mxm (double A[BS][N], double B[N][BS], double C[BS][BS]); #pragma css task input(src) output(dest) \ target(comm._thread) void SendRecv (double src[BS][N], double dest[BS][N]); double A[BS][N], B[N][BS], C[N][BS]; void mxm (double A[BS][N], double B[N][BS], double C[BS][BS]);
NAS BT
The core of the NAS BT benchmark [24] is a block tridiagonal solver representing computational patterns found in fluid dynamics codes at NASA. The problem domain is a cube of grid points on which four major steps per iteration are done: the computation of a right hand side matrix (compute_rhs) followed by three sweeps in the x, y and z directions. Each of these sweeps consists of two successive dependence carrying passes: a solve pass in the forward direction and a back-substitute pass in the backward direction.
The MPI implementation requires the number of processors to be a perfect squared number. The cube of grid points is partitioned in √P blocks (called cells) in each direction, distributing √P cells to each process. The distribution is such that every process has one cell in each plane in each of the three directions. Also for all cells in a given processor, all neighbor cells in a given direction are in the same target processor. The property of such distribution is that on every sweep direction there is always one cell on each processor that can be computed and that the communication pattern is regular. A copy_faces step where boundary data is exchanged for all neighboring cells is also required before the compute_rhs routine updates all the cells within each processor. Although the source code is implemented with non-blocking MPI calls, the wait calls are invoked immediately after issuing the requests for communication. The behavior is thus as if blocking calls had been used and there is no overlap between communication and computation. With such data distribution, potential sources of overlap of computation and communication appear in two points: first it is possible to perform the compute_rhs and x_solve on the cell free of dependences in the x direction one after the other such that the communication in that direction can be overlapped with the compute_rhs on the other cells in the process; second when performing the first backsubstitute in a given direction, the solve in the next direction can be immediately executed so that a pipeline in the new direction can be started. The actual amount of overlap depends on the ratio of duration of the different computations involved (compute_rhs, solve and backsubstitute) and on the propagation of the complicated dependence chains through the whole computation space.
The main issue in this example is to exploit such potential overlap without drastically restructuring the code and in a way that dynamically adapts to potentially different ratios of computation duration. By taskifying the computations (compute_rhs, solve and backsubstitute) as well as the communication (pack, communicate, unpack) the code keeps the same structure as the original one but the run time has the potential to reschedule computation and communication. Through high priority hints in the declaration of the task (i.e. solve and backsubstitute) can help the runtime to dynamically exploit the above-described potential.
High-Performance LINPACK (HPL)
In this section, we will describe how the HPL code described in Section 3 can be restructured to use the proposed hybrid MPI/SMPSs model. First we describe the transformation assuming P=1 (one-dimensional data decomposition) and later comment the differences for a two-dimensional decomposition. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the pragma specifications required to convert the pure MPI code in Figure 2 to a hybrid MPI/SMPSs. The factorization is performed by a single task whose input is the updated panel of a previous iteration and whose output is the factorized panel for the current iteration. The update of the trailing submatrix is partitioned in a set of tasks, each of them taking as input the factored panel (either produced locally or received) and a subset of the local panels to update. Since the factorization lies on the critical path of the overall algorithm, we use the highpriority qualifier as a hint for the runtime. Figure 10 shows a partial graph for the execution of HPL. Nodes correspond to the different function invocations and arrows to dependence relationships between them (solid for data dependences and dashed for communication dependences). In the original HPL with no look-ahead one process executes all functions in one iteration j before proceeding to the execution of the next iteration j+NB, precluding the overlapping of communication and computation. The original HPL with lookahead executes functions that are a certain number of iterations in advance (degree of look-ahead). The hybrid MPI/SMPSs naturally follows the critical path by executing the task graph in a dataflow way. So for example, process p in Figure 10 would execute recv(j), send(j), update(j), fact(j+NB), send(j+NB), update(j+NB), … With no look-ahead or dataflow execution, fact(j+NB) would not start until all instances of update(j) were finished, delaying the critical path of the application. This global critical path proceeds along the panel factorization, communication to the next process, update of the first uncompleted panel in this process, factorization of this panel and so on, as shown by the thick edges in Figure 10 .
Notice that the renaming mechanism in SMPSs is dynamically doing the replication of panels that is necessary to execute the tasks in a dataflow way and whose explicit management added part of the complexity to the look-ahead code in Figure 3 .
In order to achieve good load balance and scalability of the algorithm, the HPL distributes data onto two dimensions. As we commented in Section 3.2, this data distribution adds new communications in the factorization and update phases. In the factorization phase very fine grain communications are needed to exchange rows of size NB doubles for each matrix column when computing the pivot values. At the beginning of the update phase the pivoting has to be applied to the trailing submatrix, requiring the exchange of messages of size NB doubles between the groups of processes among which each panel has been partitioned.
We explored the two possibilities described in Section 5.2 to parallelize with our hybrid approach. The first one consists on taskifying all fine-grain communication operations in panel factorization and pivoting. The overhead introduced to dynamically create and manage these tasks is too large to compensate any benefit. The second alternative consists on defining the pivoting function as a new task. As explained, we use the polling mode for receiving the first few fine-grain messages while we continue using blocking for the rest. This second alternative results in the best performance results for the hybrid MPI/SMPSs HPL code. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental evaluation in this section is done on a cluster made of IBM JS21 blades [25] (4-way SMP nodes) and Myrinet-2000 interconnection network [26] . Comparison is done for pure MPI and hybrid MPI/SMPSs versions. We use the prototype SMPSs compiler implementing the model described in Section 4 and runtime system described in Section 5. Figure 11 shows the speedup with respect to execution with 1 MPI process of two different versions of the matrix multiplication kernel described in Section 6.1: pure MPI and hybrid MPI/SMPSs, using matrices of 8192x8192. In order to isolate the benefits of node sharing, for the pure MPI version we also show results when running 1, 2 or 4 MPI processes in the same node. The better overlap in the hybrid MPI/SMPSs approach results improvements in the 14-17% range. Larger improvements from the hybrid code over the pure MPI are observed for smaller matrix sizes (4096x4096), the reason being that the smaller the problem size the more important the communication is compared to the computation. For the conjugate gradient application kernel described in Section 6.3, the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version performs up to 15% better than the original MPI version that is not optimized for communication/computation overlap. Figure 12 shows results for up to 512 cores, showing how the performance improvement constantly grows with the number of cores. The performance results and sensitivity to low bandwidth obtained by the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version are consistent with those shown in [23] using non-blocking collectives.
Execution Performance
For the HPL described In Section 6.5, we evaluate the performance using 128, 512 and 1000 cores. First we analyze pure MPI and hybrid MPI/OpenMP versions with look-ahead in the production environment of our machine to identify good values for the major tuning parameters. We then compare the performance of these two versions of HPL with the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version for different problem sizes and core counts.
In order to have a performance references for the analysis done in the following sections we analyzed the behavior of HPL when changing some of the most important tuning parameters: problem size (N), block size (NB), data decomposition (P and Q) and use of the look-ahead technique. We explored the space of parameters and choose the ones that optimized HPL. We performed all the experiments in a normal production environment (not using the typical environment setups for a qualifying HPL run such as large pages, reduced daemons, setup of optimized routing tables, ...). As a BLAS kernel we used the Goto library version 1.24 [27] . In all experiments we use NB=128, Q larger than P, and look-ahead technique turned on. The other plots in Figure 13 show the performance rate (Gflop/s) for the original MPI version with look-ahead and for the hybrid MPI/SMPSs. The pure MPI version uses a single core per MPI process. The hybrid MPI/SMPSs uses one node with 4 cores per MPI process, running 4 computation threads and one communication thread per node. The pure MPI version uses (8, 16) , (16, 32) and (20,50) 2D decompositions for 128, 512 and 1000 cores, respectively. The hybrid MPI/SMPSs uses (4, 8) , (8, 16) and (10, 25) 2D decompositions for 128, 512 and 1000 cores, respectively.
Besides a more aggressive overlap of communication and computation, the hybrid MPI/SMPSs uses less MPI processes, which reduces the number of messages and gives better load balancing. A further potential performance improvement in the MPI/SMPSs version comes from the possibility of merging the updates of several panels into a single task. This would result in higher IPC for the dgemm routines, while the overlap between communication and computation is still in progress using the communication thread. We differentiate three regions in the plots in Figure 13 :
• For very small matrices, the computation part of the application is small and there are not many possibilities to overlap communication and computation, which makes the network parameters (bandwidth and latency) the dominant factors. For example, for 512 processors the hybrid MPI/SMPSs gets 5% better performance than the original LINPACK version. The efficiency of the HPL is 17% while the efficiency of the MPI/SMPSs version is 21,6%.
• By increasing the problem size the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version exhibits its full strength against the original MPI version with look-ahead. For example, for 512 the hybrid version increases performance by 40% when N=131072. The efficiency of the HPL is 43% while the efficiency of the MPI/SMPSs version is 61%.
•
For the largest problem sizes we tried, the communication overhead is less dominant and as a consequence the gain of the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version goes down to 30% for 512 processors and N=212992. The efficiency of the HPL is 48,8% while the efficiency of the MPI/SMPSs version is 63,7%. It is important to note that the execution of the hybrid MPI/SMPSs achieves the same performance that the pure MPI version with much smaller problem sizes. Thus our approach can significantly reduce the time and energy required to report a given LINPACK number.
Tolerance to Low Bandwidth
Bandwidth is one of the important metrics in the interconnection network technology. In future multi-core systems with a large number of cores per node, the impact of bandwidth will become more important. If computing nodes become much faster relative to the interconnection network, performance will be more sensitive to the low bandwidth. The ability of the programming model to overlap communication and computation will be key to reduce the physical bandwidth requirements of the application.
In order to explore the impact of lower bandwidth we used a dilation technique by modifying the source code such that for each message of size S an additional message of size f*S is transferred between two dummy buffers at sender and receiver. For example, a value of f=1 would mimic the availability of half the original bandwidth. 
Tolerance to OS Noise
Operating system noise in general and process preemptions in particular have been identified as one of the important potential causes of significant performance degradation. Local perturbations easily propagate and accumulate through the whole program dependence chains and specially at global synchronization points. The high levels of asynchrony introduced by the hybrid MPI/SMPSs model make the applications more tolerant to such perturbations.
In order to evaluate this effect we have modified the source code of the application by generating an additional thread per process that iterates on a loop that alternates sleeping and computing phases. By controlling the average duration of both phases it is possible to simulate different levels of OS noise. Figure 17 shows the sensitivity of the pure MPI and hybrid MPI/SMPSs of HPL to process preemptions. This experiment corresponds to a coarse granularity of preemptions where the computation phases take 500ms and the sleeping phases are in the order of seconds, as shown in the horizontal axis. As can be seen in the figure, the hybrid MPI/SMPSs version tolerates preemptions much better. For 128 processors and the period of preemption bursts of 3 seconds, performance of our version does not suffer, while execution time of the HPL is increased by 7%. At very high preemption frequencies, both versions suffer the impact of the perturbation. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the hybrid use of MPI with a task-based shared-memory programming model, SMPSs. The hybrid MPI/SMPSs increases code readability and results in better performance than pure MPI. Simple annotations in the original MPI code allow the programmer to provide hints to the runtime system to achieve a good computation/communication overlap and to fast-forward the execution of the critical path of the application. The experimental evaluation using four application kernels and HPL (High-Performance LINPACK) on a real supercomputer reveals promising performance improvements. For example, for HPL the hybrid approach improves up to 40% when compared to the original pure MPI version with look-ahead for the same input data. An important advantage of our approach is that we can achieve the same performance of the regular HPL benchmark with smaller problem sizes, thus requiring much shorter execution times. Also, the resulting program is less sensitive to network bandwidth and to operating system noise, such as process preemptions.
In the future we expect to demonstrate the benefits of the hybid MPI/SMPSs approach with complete applications from real users. We also plan to evaluate the proposal with architectures based on heterogeneous nodes (including Cell, GPU, …). 
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